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The port number in these arrays refer to the SCSI port
numbers on the SMART-2DH controller in the node that is
executing the Array Configuration Utility. The graphical
display shows the drives from each port in a column, with the
drives in each column arranged in order by ID.

9. Use theCreate Drive Array  window to create arrays
corresponding to the drives installed in the PSS/U units.

Always start from the left side of the PSS/U unit (ID = 0).

Each array consists of two drives, one from SCSI port 1 and
one from SCSI port 2. Both drives have the same ID number,
so they are in corresponding slots in the two PSS/U units.

You have the option to create the logical drive just after
creating the array, or waiting until all the arrays are created
before creating the logical drives.

Creating Logical Disks

1. Create one logical disk in each disk array. Each logical disk
should contain all the space in the array.

Note If the size of the array is greater than 26 GB, you must create
multiple logical disks, so that no logical disk exceeds 26 GB in
size. This is due to the UnixWare limitation of 13 file systems,
each with a maximum size of 2 GB. This is not a problem with
the 18.2 GB and smaller drives available at the release of
D10IPM20.

2. For each logical disk, select RAID 1 mirroring.

3. When you are done with all the arrays, verify the arrays on
the Configuration Preview  window. Save the configuration
and go on to the Controller Settings window to set the
Rebuild Priority and Expand priority to low, medium, or
high. After setting the priorities, click on the Next  key to
finish the configuration.


